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Abstract: This paper estimates backscattered radiation doses at patient’s positioning level (exposed object) using
different X-ray tubes. The effects of different exposure sittings (X-ray tube voltage, exposure intensity, exposed area,
dosimeter position, and distance between X-ray tube and imaged object surface) on backscattered radiation doses are
estimated using different dosimeters and x-ray units. The quantity of recorded backscattered radiation dose -which
reflects from patient’s table or bucky to image receptor and exposed patient - is determined by the position of dosimeter
between exposed object’s table or bucky and X-ray tube according to backscatter angle, at higher backscattered angle,
the dosimeter records more backscattered dose. The results showed that, increase in kVp, exposure intensity, and
exposed area led to a concomitant increase in the quantity of backscattered radiation, whereas the Increase in distance
between X-ray tube (source) and imaged object surface reduces the amount of backscattered radiation dose. As well as,
there is no remarkable difference in recorded backscattered dose due to the position of X-ray tube or the direction of
incident X-ray photons.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Medical X-ray is most common forms of radiation in
medicine, and one of the largest manmade sources of
radiation exposure to patients, radiology staff
(workers), and the general populace, hence there
exists the problem of safely delivering radiation dose
when imaging biological tissues [1-3]. For example,
conventional radiography accounts more than 80 % of
X-ray–based imaging [4], and it is considered a
responsible for the most of the radiation exposure
associated with all medical imaging techniques [5].
The problem of scattered radiation exposure to
patients and radiology staff during radiological
examinations is imperative because of the position of
the patients and radiology workers in relation to the
radiation source, and the long period of X-ray
exposure. Hence, scattered radiation is considered the
main source of the occupational radiation exposure [6,
7]. According to ICRP Publication 103 (ICRP, 2007) the
overall cancer risk coefficient has been estimated FCR =
55 mSv for the population, while FCR = 41 mSv for the
adult workers [5]. Therefore, there is a need to reduce
backscattered radiation dose to protect patients and
radiology workers in an X-ray room from unnecessary
radiation exposure [8, 9].
To elucidate matter interactions with radiation from
X-rays, the mechanism of X-ray propagation should be
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understood. When a beam of X-ray strikes any object
or inner cladding of X-ray room, it is either scattered,
absorbed, transmitted or reflected to backward [10].
Scattered radiation photons are radiation that changes
in direction due to interaction with some materials.
The
scattered
photons
negatively
affect
radiographic image contrast thereby hindering accurate
representations of human anatomy, and increase
radiation dose that patients and medical personnel are
exposed to [11]. X-ray scatter is one of the foremost
factors that negatively affect image quality by causing
the underestimation of attenuation coefficient in image
reconstructions. The scattered radiation reduces image
sharpness and contrast, which makes the image hazy
and indistinct [12, 13]. The scattered radiation is
initiated by Compton interaction, which occurs when an
incident photon collides with an atomic electron to
produce photons that lose energy because of the
scattering interaction [14]. The generated secondary
photons continue to dissipate energy in different
directions due to the scattering interactions [15].
Scattered radiation arises from the interaction of the
primary beam photons with the exposed materials
causing a portion of the primary (incident) X-rays
photons to be redirected in different directions [16]. The
scattered radiation photons can cause a serious
radiation exposure hazard in diagnostic radiography, a
large amount of X-ray photons can be scattered from
the patient during radiography and fluoroscopy. Hence,
scattered radiation is the source of most of the
occupational
radiation
dose
exposure
that
radiography’s staff receive [17].
© 2020 Zeal Press
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Scattered radiation can be classified upon the
direction of secondary photons, backscattered radiation
consists of photons that collide with an object then
reflect back at different backscattering angles, when
the photons are reflected back with scattering angle
o
o
greater than 90 (at different angles between 90 and
o
180 ) with the incident photons, it is referred to as
backscattered radiation, whereas side scattered
radiation occurs when the radiation photon scatters to
o
the side or changed its direction by 90 or less from the
initial photon beam trajectory [18].
Backscattered radiation is defined as a secondary
radiation photon which deflected with scattering angle
o
more than 90 from the primary radiation [19]. Hence,
backscattered photons refer to the part of scattered
radiation that reflects back toward the radiation source,
or the scattered radiation opposite the incident
radiation direction due to its reflection from particles of
the medium traversed [20].
Therefore, backscattered radiation is an important
portion of scattered radiation which can cause harm to
the patients and workers in an X-ray room if their
exposure exceeds the permissible value [21, 22]. Also,
backscatter radiation can have a significant effect on
the quality of a radiograph, increases the level of
random background noise on the film, and degrades
the visibility of contrast details [23, 24].
Backscatter radiation exposure to the operator can
be reduced by providing external shielding or
increasing distance between the operator and the X-ray
unit [25]. Because the position of radiology operators
which usually closer than 1 m to the unit, the exposure
measurements at distances closer than those required
by the Federal standard become important [26].
2. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
2.1. Materials
The measurements of this study are conducted by
utilizing some of equipments and accessories. These
instruments includes different types of X-ray units,
dosimeters, and accurate survey meter (Radiation
detection meter) to assess backscattered radiation by
monitoring area near X-ray units and recorded
backscattered dose which reflects from x-ray table or
bucky to image receptor or patients.
2.2. Methods
This study estimated backscattered radiation dose
reflected from patient table, X-ray room floor, standing
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bucky, and X-ray room wall at exposed object level
during x-ray examinations. The tube of X-ray machine
is a leading source of radiation, which was directed
towards an exposed object. The backscattered
radiation doses were measured at exposed object level
using different dosimeters (ionization chambers). After
calculation of correction factors the normalized
exposure rate are determined. The measurements
were carried out with different radiation exposure
parameters sitting (kVp, field sizes, radiation
intensities, distances, and backscatter angles) to
evaluate the effect of exposure parameters on resultant
backscattered radiation dose.
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. Backscattered Radiation Dose for Different XRay Tubes
This section investigate backscattered radiation
dose for different X-ray tubes, given that X-ray
spectrum vary for different X-ray tubes, it is valuable to
determine the backscatter values for different X-ray
units. The results of estimated X-ray dose for compact
X-ray unit compared with other X-ray tube model
(swing x-ray unit). Backscattered radiation doses for
the Swing X-ray unit were relatively similar compared
with the compact X-ray unit at moderate exposure
parameters whereas the differences in recorded doses
increased at low and high investigated exposure
intensity (2 mAs, and 32 mAs) which the differences
between backscattered doses up to18.80%, and 12.89
% respectively. Figure 1 shows the backscattered
doses with different X-ray unit as a function of
exposure sittings. This finding proved that X-ray
spectrum vary for different X-ray tubes and working
environments, it is valuable to assess the backscatter
values for different X-ray machines.
The results showed that both X-ray units presented
similar backscattered radiation dose for the different
exposure sittings commonly used in clinical diagnosis.
In addition, factors such as X-ray tube voltage (kVp),
and exposure intensity (mAs) similarly affect the recorded backscattered radiation dose in both X-ray units.
3.2. Effect of X-Ray Tube Voltage on Backscattered
Radiation Dose
The effect of incident X-ray energy on
backscattered dose is evaluated by measuring
backscattered dose at different applied voltage of X-ray
tube (kVp) and fixing other affecting exposure
parameters. Figure 2 shows the backscattered X-ray
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Figure 1: Backscattered dose for different X-ray units.

Figure 2: Backscattered radiation at different X-ray tube voltages.

dose versus kVp. The dose of backscattered radiation
increased with increasing X-ray tube voltage (kVp) due
to the fact that more scatter photons occur at higher
energy.
More backscattered dose was recorded for high Xray energy, X-ray photons interaction with matter
increases by increasing photon energy (kVp). The
backscattered dose increased more than eight times
with increase in X-ray tube voltage from 50 to 110 kVp.
This finding in agree with Vlachos et al. (2015) [27] and
Chiang et al. (2020) [28] who illustrated the effect of xray tube voltage on dose rate due to the scatter
radiation.
3.3. Effect of Radiation Exposure Intensities on
Backscattered Radiation Dose
The effect of radiation exposure intensity which
referred to as mAs (product of X-ray tube current and

exposure time) on the backscattered radiation dose
was evaluated. Figure 3 shows direct proportionality
between backscattered radiation dose and exposure
intensity (mAs) due to the number of incident photons
increased proportionally with mAs increase, so there is
a clear relationship between the backscattered
radiation dose and mAs. Chiang et al. (2020) [28]
similarly reported the dependence of backscattered
dose on the radiation exposure intensities.
Therefore, one of the most effective method to
reduce backscattered radiation dose is by reducing
radiation intensity.
3.4.
Contribution
of
Exposed
Backscattered Radiation Dose

Object

in

The effect of exposed object on backscattered dose
is assessed by estimating backscattered dose with and
without imaged object, Figure 4 shows that more
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Figure 3: Backscattered radiation at different X-ray tube voltages.

Figure 4: Backscattered radiation dose with and without exposed object.

backscattered radiation dose recorded in the existence
of exposed object (Phantom) because of more
interactions occur between incident radiation and
phantom components hence more backscattered
photons are produced. This result is consistent with
Ghafarain et al. (2007) finding, who reported strongly
dependence for the quantity of scattered radiation dose
on the exposed object [29].
3.5. Effect of Exposed Area on Backscattered Dose
The effect of irradiated area on backscattered dose
is evaluated by measuring backscattered radiation
dose at different field sizes. Figure 5 illustrates the
backscattered radiation dose as a function of exposed
area. The backscattered radiation doses were

estimated at different field sizes of incident X-ray with
60 kVp X-ray tube voltage and 5 mAs.
The backscattered radiation dose for large field size
is much greater than backscattered dose for small field
size. On the other hand, the effect of radiation field size
on backscattered dose at different exposure sittings (90
kVp, 128 mAs) was also investigated by increasing
exposed area the backscattered radiation dose is
increased much more at higher exposure factors as
shown in Figure 6. It is evident from Figures 5 and 6
that backscattered radiation dose is directly
proportional to the field size of incident radiation
(exposed area). This result is consistent with Bushberg
et al. (2012), who reported that scattered radiation is
proportional to the field size of incident X-ray [30].
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Figure 5: Backscattered radiation dose at different exposed areas.

Figure 6: Backscattered dose at different exposed areas and higher exposure factors.

3.6. Effect of Dosimeter Position on Measuring of
Backscattered Radiation Dose
The effect of dosimeter position on the recorded
backscattered radiation dose was evaluated. The
backscattered radiation doses were measured at
different backscatter angles between incident and
backscattered X-ray beam. The measurements of
backscattered radiation dose as a function of
backscatter angles are shown in Figure 7. The result
shows clearly the dependence of recorded
backscattered radiation doses on the position of
dosimeter (backscatter angle), so that the higher
o
backscattered radiation doses were recorded at 160
backscattered angle with incident beam while lower
o
backscattered radiation doses were recorded at 90

angle with central ray of incident beam. The higher
o
backscattered radiation doses which recorded at 160
can be attributed to the higher volume of backscattered
photons that reach to the ionization chamber flat
position at this angle, and vice versa (less recorded
o
backscattered dose obtained at 90 angle between
incident and backscattered radiation). This result is in
consistent with the study by Binger et al. (2014), who
similarly reported the dependence of backscattered
dose on the angle between central beam axis and
scattering material position [31]. The dosimeter reading
is evaluated the amount of backscattered photons per
unit area of ionization chamber flat, and the flounces of
backscattered photons depend on ion chamber position
(backscatter angle), thus, at higher backscattered
angle, the dosimeter records more backscattered dose.
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Figure 7: Backscattered radiation doses at different backscattered angles.

3.7. Effect of Distance between X-Ray Source and
Exposed Object Surface (SSD) on Backscattered
Radiation Doses
The effect of the distance between the surface of
exposed object (Phantom) and X-ray source on
backscattered radiation dose was evaluated by
assessment backscattered radiation doses at different
SSD with exposure sitting 90 kVp and 128 mAs. The
relation between backscattered radiation dose and
SSD is illustrated in Figure 8. Based on the inverse
square law, the increase of SSD lead to reduce the
intensity of incident radiation, which in turn reduced the
backscattered radiation. Higher backscattered radiation
doses were obtained at short SSD and vice versa. This
deduction is consistent with studies by Wagner et al.
(2000) [32] and Sharma et al. (2015) [33] who reported
inverse proportionality between SSD or the position of
X-ray device and overall radiation exposure dose

delivered to patients and operators as well as
backscatter factor.
In addition, Bushong (2013) reported reduction of Xray quantity by increasing the distance from X-ray
source and target (SSD) because X-ray intensity varies
inversely with the square of the distance from the X-ray
tube [7]. As a result, the reduction of incident X-ray
intensity by increasing SSD lead to less backscattering
photons.
3.8. Effect of Incident Radiation Direction on
Backscattered Radiation Dose
The impact of X-ray tube position and incident
photons direction (vertical, horizontal) are investigated
for several exposure sittings commonly used in clinical
diagnoses, for each exposure sitting the incident
radiation are directed vertically on X-ray tube table and

Figure 8: Backscattered dose at different distance between exposed object and X-ray source.
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Figure 9: Backscattered dose for different X-ray tube positions.
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horizontally on standing bucky, and the backscattered
radiation doses are estimated for both directions and
compared as illustrated in Figure 9, the results show
that, there is no remarkable difference in recorded
backscattered dose due to the position of X-ray tube or
the direction of incident X-ray photons.
The results showed that all exposure settings for Xray tube presented similar backscattered radiation dose
for the different X-ray unit positions and incident X-ray
directions.
4. CONCLUSION
Backscattered X-ray depends on various exposure
factors, such as X-ray tube voltage, exposure intensity,
the distance between X-ray source and imaged object
surface. The reduction of backscattered radiation dose
can be achieved by adequate changes of radiation
exposure factorss to reduce backscattered radiation as
low as possible. The backscattered radiation is an
undesirable dose should be kept at lowest level within
the permissible occupational dose.
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